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Abstract. According to the development of the Internet, using socialnetworks has become arr efficient 
_way 

to marketing thesu Jay.. ffr" p.rUIem of Influence Maximization (IM) appeared f_;il;'g diffusion isone of hot subjects. Nevertheless, there are no ,"a"u..ir", on p.opagating
information whereas limits unwanted r.,r"ra. Mo."or"r, i"i"rrt ."."ur"h",
shows that information sprea.ding seems to din uft".;;l'rt"pr. u"rr"",how to maximize the influence while limits opposite 

".*r'rfi", a numberof steps? The problem has real application. b""u,r." Urrlr"., 
"o^pu.ri".always mutually compete and extremely prt""ti.i a".t"-i, broad carttheir product without the leakage to opponents.

- Jo b" motivated by the phenomenorr, *e proposed a problem calledInfluence Maximization while unwanted useis limited (d-lUl; auringknown propagation hops d. The problem would. be oro*a to f" Np_Complete and could not be approximated with the rate 1_ l/e and itsobjective function was sub modular. Furthermore, *" ,""o_-"rd"d u,efficient algorithms to solve the problem. The e*p".imJs-.rvere handled
via the rea,l social networks datasets and the resulis showed that our algo_rithm generated better outcome than several ott 

". 
fr"o.isiic methods.

Keywords: Influence maximization
information

Viral rnarketing Leakage

1 Introduction

With the fast development and steady of the Online Social Networks (OSNs),such as_ Facebook. Twitter. Google+, etc., OSNs have ba"o.rra the most com-mon vehicle for information pro-pagation. OSNs providecl a nice platform forinformation diffusion and fa;st information e*cha.rie a-o.rg tt ei. use.s.
@ Sp-ringer International publi6hing Switzerland 2016
H. r" Nguyen and V. Snasel (Eds.l, CSoNet 2016, LNCS gzgs, pp. 1,11_122, 2oL6.DOI: rO.100zl978-3-Srg-+ZgiS_a ro
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The topic of Influence Maximization (IM) has received a lot of research inter_ests in recent years. This problem is firsily il;;;;d ;y Kempe et al. [5] in twodiffusion modets which ari.Ind,ependent Cl"l*ai\il moaet and Linear Thresh-old (LT) moder, then rapidry becomin;; il bpi;;i sociar nerwork fielc.l. Thevalso proved that influence.maximizat-ion proUi..n i. Ue_hrJ. ;;';.;r;#greedy algorithm can obtain J 
_ 1 

". 
Ak;"rgh-;;"sive related works havebeen conducted on the IM problem it_s, rr,lgll_"r;"ot rr,.- are based on suchan assumption that without existence of tire urrwarrieJtarget users whom we donot want information come to. In reality. o" OSN, L"lt. the group of users whohave opposite viewpoint and benefits *irl, 

", ,"J if*+, create a negative impactto oppose for information received.
Considering the following example that hightights a basic need for everyorganization that uses OSNs. There u.u t*o *'ui-rii competitive companies Aand B. The A has been deproying u ru.gu uJr..uulir"lrr, 

"rr.r, 
via the Internet.They drew a marketins blueprinC on ,.i.rul ,o"iuir.-t'*orks but the A tried tohide e.verything againsi every one of the e a tong u, it, possibre. consrantrv.the advertising information of A 

"ar, 
,uuJ io ,i. s;fi.r;"i#":d;:#li

needs a solution help them fast impfy tlre maJe;* ;;.*, to much many usersexcept unwanted users (from B) to gain the best 
"o'*uorptioo 

more quickly thanB within I hop.
Motivated by the above. phenomenon, this paper proposes a new optimiza_tion problem ca'ed Ma-ximizing Influence *uri ,i"*Jri"o target users limited(IML) that finds a set of seedin! s to rra*i-ir. I;;;:, such that influence tounwanted ones is under a certain threshold aite. thelarsest d hop propagations.The total influence is the total u.tirut.J p.opl.." i"#.irr*unt.a ones are thosewhom we do not want the information .;;; il 

- ^-" -
Our contributions in this paper are summarized as fo.llows:

- We first attempt to study- the maximizing influence while unwanted targetusers limited after d hops (d-IML) 
"na", 

ff"moi"iand sfrol, that the objectivefunction was submod,ular.
- We proved d-IML was Np_Complete and show it can not be approximated inpolynomial time with a rario 1 _ 1/e unless ii g' oruuit;"a6;l;;;D:

\M_e also designed an efficient algoritlm for the proftem of d_MIL.- We conducted our experiments on real_world d;ta€;i;, the results indicatecithat our algorithm gives better results than ,.rr.rut oih.. heuristic methods.
Related, Work. The target is to spread the clesired infbrmation for as manypeople as possible on OSNs. There are ditr"r;;;;tud works on this topic
,t-l:1?lrrJ Zhang.et at. [1] proposed a problem to *r*i-ir. the positive newsrn propaganda rather than maximizing the ur.r, uffu.i.a. They said that tomaximize positive things in many ca"ses had more beneficial than maximizingthe number of people affected. ihey used ;he-Casll^d; opinion (oC) modelto solve the problem. on the other rru"ar, droliii. 1r1 .r"o-_enclecl tomaximize the influence of information to o ,p."in"-"r.. Uy findi.rg out the &most. influential 

-users 
ancl proved that it *^-Np_ho; proOlem ancl the func_tion is submod,ular. They also launchecl on 

"e.""ii* upj.oximation a)gorithm.
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Zhuang et at. [3] have studied the rM problem in the clynamic social networkmodel over time. In addition. there were several other stuclies: Chen et al. Il2linvestigated 1M problem on a limited time; Gomez_R"dri;;;;;;i:i*i;ril1
ied 1M problem for continuous time. Researches on IM with various' .o'rt.*i,and various models received many attentions, but the diffusion of info.;;i;;problem, in addition to spreading the positive information st l faced with the
lisi{ormaj^1o1. How to spread the positive information while the misinforma_tion limited? To solve it, Budak et-al. [4] launched the probrem serecting & usersto convince them aware of good informaiion so that after the 

"u,,puigrrJurnorniof use influenced by the misinformation was the least. By .,sing Model-obrivious
Independent campaign cascade, they proved the problem be Np_harcl and theobjective function was submod,ular. wg"y"r, et al. i;] gave the decontaminationproblem of misinformation by selecting a-set of users *iih .or."., or -isirrror*a-tion 1 assumed to have existed on the social network at the rate 

"f B i fO ,. i i ,ft*7 time. They launched the different 
"ir"r-rtu.r"", tiif.. I arra the ?, but theyonly solved the case 1 was u,,known. on preventing irrnliratio, to stear informa-tion on OSNs, Pham et al. [11.] have buili a Safe io.rr*rrrity fbr the purpose ofprotecting a' users in an or_ganization. In probrems of detecting misinformation

source on social networks, Nguyen et al. [g] assumed that the exist a set of mis-
Tlr,r-rlbl sources 1, they purposed of h.rairrg tLe largest number of users inr_.wro srarted to propagate that information. Nevertheless, the predictions werelikely confused because they did not know the o.det oilear time start to sp.eJmisinformation. zbarg et ut. 101 ,trai"a ril;;;;i;'"f limitecr resources thatoften was incorrect information while maximizea tire f ositi re source of misinfor-mation on OSNs under Competitive Activation _odet. Io this study, th.;;;;.considered a moder of misinformation and good information u.rd pr.ruo"a tn tt.social network. they arso proved to be Np-complete probrem ancl courd not be
approximated with rate (1 - 1) unless Np e DTIME(no(roerosn);.

In these researches, no oneTocused on the spread of information with the rim-iting of information to the set of ones who we did not want the information reachto (called u.nwanted asers). While positive information is desired to p.opusui;
to more and more use6. we also face rvith the existence of unlike ur.r, o, bSNr.
Because every time they receive the positive information. they can be able toconduct the activities, propagation strategies that opposes to our benefits.

2 Model and Problem Definition

2.L Network and Information Diffusion Model
We are given a social network modeled as an undirected graph G : (V. E,w)where the vertices in I/ represent users in the network, tt".ag." ir .E r.pr"l
sent social links between users and the weight represent ir"qo"o"y of interaciion
between two users. We use n and nz to derrote tt e ,rrlrrrbe. oi rre.iices a.rd edge".The set of neighbors of a vertex o e V is denote by li(t,). Existing alfusjo,
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models g4r be categorized into two main groups [b]: Threshold model and Inde-pendent Cascade model. In this work, *" or. th. iinear Threshota (lt) moJet
which is the one that has been extensively used in studying diffusion'models
among the generalizations of threshold models.

.L'inear 
Threshold (LT) Mod,el.In this moder. each node o has a threshord 0,

and for every u e .nf(o), edge (z,t ) has a nonnegative weight tu(z. o) such thai
D,ear(..,) .!i,,r) f 1. Given the thresholds aod ai irritial set of active nodes, theprocess unfolds deterministicalry in discrete steps. At hop r. an inactive node.u
becomes active if r

u€Na(
w(u,u) > 0,

a)

where N"(,u) denotes the set of active neighbors of ,u. Every activated node
remains active, 

-and the process terminates if no more activations are possibre.
Kempe et a1. [5] prove that influence function 6(.) is submod,ulor function.

2.2 Problem Definition

The paper we are interested in the varue of the influence function after d hops.
Considering that influence can be propagate at most d hops, we define the influ_
e-nce function da(S) as total number oi rrod., have been aclive by ,g after d hops.
L"__.tly maximizing influen^ce-while unwanted target users lim!:ted after d hops(d-IML) under LT model as follow:

Definition 1 (d-IML problem). G,iuen an social network represented, by a
d.nected, graph G : (V, E,w) and, an und,er LT mod,el. Let T : irr,rr,..,tri O"the set of l7:l : p unwanted,-users and, d, ,is number of hops liilied. O"iiiA
cho-se the set seed, user S C V at most k-si,ze that madrnize-da(S) such that io,tal
tnff,uence user corne to ti less than threshold, for preuent lnfoniati,on t"ot ogr rni'e't Du'.al"lrnltt < ri.

Le.mma l. The infi,uence function da(.) is monotone and, submod,ular for anarbitraryinstance of the LT model, giuen any ti,me d, ) l.
Prgof .W model is a special case of LT-M model [12] with all parameteru
m(u,u) :1 and deadline r : d and influence function ar1.; i. ioRr"n.. f"".tio,
d,(.). Due to d"(.) is monotone and submoclular tn LilM model, thus d7(j is
monotone and submodular in LT model. tr

3 Complexity

In this section, we first show the Np-Completeness of IML problem on LT model
by reducing it from Maximum_Coverage piobtem. By this result, we further prove
the inapproximab ity of d-MIL which ri Np-hard io be approximatecl within aratio of 1 - 1/e unless N P g DTI M E(no(ros loe n);.

Theorem l. d-IML is Np-Complete in LT model.
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Proof. we consider of the decision version of d-MIL problem that asks whether
the_ graph G : (v,E,w) contains a set k- si,ze of seiduser s c v that number
active node at least K, such that D,61r,11,1 w(u,ti) < 16 within at most drounds.

Given S C V , we can calculate the influence spread of ,S in polynomial time
li*: m model. This implies tl-MIL is Np. Now- we prove a restricted class ofd-MIL instance is NP-hard, d : 1.

To prove that 1-MIL is Np-hard, we reduce it from the decision version ofMaximum Coverage problem defined as follows.
Maximum Coverage. Given a positive integer &, a set of m element l,l :
{et, ez, . .. , e-} and a collection of set ,S : {SrlSr, .'. . , i.} fh. ,"t, .ay fru.re
common elements. The Marimum Coaerage problem asks to find a subset i c S.such that I us,es,&l is maximized with ls;l < tu. The .l..iri;;;i;l;; *"U]#asks whatever the input instance contains a subset ,g, of size & which can coverat least I elements where f is a positive integer.
Reduction. Given an instance. f :^.{u,S,i,q of the maximum coverage, weconstruct an instance G : (V,8,w,0) of 1_IMf problem as follows:

- The set of uert,ices: acld one vertex u6 for each subset Si € S, once vertex uifor each ei e l,l. a.nd a vertex r is a unwanted users.
- The set of edges: add an edge (ui,u) for each e7 € 51 ancl connect r to eachvertex o7.

- Threshold,s and, weights: assign all vertices the same thresholdd:1arcl
m,

each edges (ui,ai) has weight tr,n,, : *. ," addition, for all edges (u1, fl, we
1
m

a.ssign their weight 1.
- Threshold, 7o, prruJllt bakage informatio,n: we assign threshold for prevent

leakage information for vertex c is r, = 1.
The reduction is illustrated in Fig. 1. Finally, set d,: 7, K : t.

Suppose that S* is a solution to the maximum coverage instance, thus lA-l <fr and it can cover at least l erements it t,t. By our con"struction, we select aI
:9d.r li corresponding to subset ,gz e S* as seecling set ,g. Thus, lSl : e.
since E* cover at least , elements ei in l,r so s inflience at least J vertices
irj corresponding to those ei. Additionally, for each,ui total influence incoming
based on LT model at Ieast u?,io, :0,iu; = ?nrrr,. Hence. there are at leasif : K nodes in the I-[ML has been active.

Conversely, suppose there is seeding S, l.gl : ,t such that the number of
active node at least 1{. We see that ai f S, j : t,2,.., rn because total influence
incoming r at least u,tjx : T,: 1. 1.irr. S C {u1,u2,...,un}.Then S* can
be collection of subset S1 correspoiihing to those ai € ,S. Hence the number of
elements which it can cover is at least K: l. tr

Ba;sed on above reduction, we further show that inapproximation of IML in
the following theorem.
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Fig. 1. Reduction from MC to 1-IML

T|;orem Z, fle ! tltt problem can not be approrimated i.n polynomial ti.me
uxtnln a ratxo ol T- unless NP C DTI M E(no(loglog r,);.

Proof Supposed that there e

probrem. we use the ,r*",.TiLl,',-" f,Jlffi::'.T ffiT')Tj .']J"l"T*
number of active nodes in G with seeciing size equal to ,t. By our constructed
instance in Theorem 1, we obtain the Maximum Coverage with size I if thenumber of active nodes in optimal solution given by 

"A, is K . Thus algorithm
"4 can be applied to solve the Maximum Covelage problem in polynomial time.This contradict to the Np-hardness of Maximuri Cou..ug. proUt".., ir, 1f 01.

4 Methodology

4,1 ILP Formulation

one advantal;e of our discrete diffusion model over probabilities is that the exactr,"]:lrj, can found be using mathematical programming. Thus, we formulate
d-INIL problem as an 0 - 1 Integer Linear piogrammiog jU,e; p-bt"; ;;il-
_. The objective.function (1) of the ILp is to find the n-umber of node is active.
The constraint (2) is number ofset seed is bounded by k; the constraints (3) cap_ture the propagation model; the con$traint (4) limit ieakage information lrrco,.eto unwanted user by threshold 4; and the constraint is simply to keep vertices
active once they are activated. The number of variabres and constraints of ILp
are nd.

[_"\nax:-mtze \ xi
u€V\T

st: )- r9<k
?r€y\7

(1)

(2)
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ri-L .w (u, u) r Lo.c,o-t 2 0,.ri,
z€N(u)

YueV,'i-7..d

I r!.w(u,t) < ri
?r€N(tr)

:D', > ,rL-| ,Va e V,i,:1..d,

if e is active at round (hop) z

otherwise

(3)

(4)

(5)

where r:, : 
{J

4.2 Meta Heuristic Algorithm

A commonly heuristic used for IM problem in the simple case is greedy algo_
rithm. the idea of which choses the node is maximiz e ,infl,uence maryinal-ga.ii in
each step:

d6(S, o) : 6a(s + {t,}) - da(^g) (6)

Although the objective function is submod,ular, propagation of influence is
constraint by the leak. Hence we can not give an algorithm for approximately
with the ratio 1 - l/e as Kemp et at. [5]. To avoid this issuc. we designed
the algorithm combine the influence marginal gain and evaluation informalion
leakage based on idea of IGC [7]. Accordingly. we used a heuristic function /(o)
to evaluate the fltness of user o which defined as follows:

d,(S. u)/(t)-# (7)
1+ 1t L,(r,)

. t, €?

Where .L1, (S) is the total influence to l, respect to seecling sets S after d, hop i.e.,
Lt,(S) : Doe.rr"(ti) w(u,ti),tr,(o) : !4I@ is the normalized lcakage levcl at
l; after adding o to seed set ,5. The numerator of /(u) is selected to be influence
marginal gain d4 (^9, o) so that the algorithm will favor users have maximizing
influence, denominator of /(0,) will favor users with lower information leakage.

The Meta-heuristic (MH) algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1. In each iter-
ation, firstly, we update the set of candidatc users C, those whose addition to
seeding set ,9 still guarantees that the information leakagc to each unwanted l1
does not exceed the threshold 4. The algorithms also adds onc usor t, of can-
didate set C into S which ha,s /(u) is maximize until size of S no exceed &.

5 Experiment

In this section, we do a lot of experiment on three real-world clatasets, ancl
compare our algorithm with algorithms: Random method. Max degree. Greecly
and ILP method.
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Algorithm t, Meta-heuristicTi[oiithil
Data: G-: (V, E, ut, 0, r),."r .,r".i7: GlfI4IlE
Result: Seeding 5;

L s+ a;
2 c <-v;
3

4

6

7

a

I
10

11.

a2

13

a4

fori:ltolcdo
foreacho€Cdo

if !j : L,, (S + {u}) > r; then
I c*c-{u};

end
end
ifC:0then
I Return ,9;

end
Fird u € C that maximizes /(o);
s {- 

^9 + {0};c*C_{u};
rs end
ro Return S;

5,1 Datasets

BlogCatalog. BlogCatalog is a social blog clirectory website. This contains
the friendship network crawled and group membershiis. Nodes represent users
and edges are the friendship network among the users. since the network is
yTT.tri", each edge is represented only once [14].ArXiv-Collaboration. The data 

"ore." 
prperr-in the period from January

1993 to April 2003 (r24 months). It begins within a few months of the inception
of the arXiv. and thus represents essentially the complete history of its GIi_eC
section. If an author z co-authored a paper with auihor j, the graph contains
a undirected edge from .i to j. If the paper is co_authored by i authors this
generates a completely connected (sub)graph on & nodes [15].Gnutella. A sequence of snapshots of the Gnutella peer_[o_pee, file sharing
network from August 2002. There are total of 9 snapshots of Cnutella networi
collected in August 2002. Nodes represent hosts in the Gnutella network topology
and edges represent connections between the Gnutella hosts [15].

Table 1. Basic information of Network Datasets

Network Nodes Edges Type Avg. Degree
BlogCatalog 10,312 333,983 Undirect 32.39
ArXiv-Collaboration 5,242 28,980 Direct
Gnutella 6,301 20,777 Direct 3.30
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In each graph, we used the method in [b] to assign the diffusion weight to
each edge and then normalize the weights of all incoming edges of a nod; o to
let it satisfy that !,6iyr.1,; w(u,u) < 1 (Table 1).

5,2 Cornparision Algorithm

In this part, we describe tow comparison algorithms: ranclom and Max degree.

7. Random: This is a general method used for most problem. In our problem, we
chose the seeding node randomly when the information leaked to unwanted
users less than the threshold leakage.

2. Ma,a Degree rnethod: The greedy algorith.:n chose the vertex u that had max_
imum degree when the information reakr:rl to unwantecr users ress than the
threshold leakage.

3. Greed,y algorithm (GA) method: The methocl based on the idea that chose
the node maximize information diffusion gain when information leaked to
unwanted users less than the threshold leakage.

4- Meta heuristic (MH) algori,thm.' Here the algorithm in Sect.4 corectiverv
called our algorithms.

5. ILP method: Solve the ILP problem to compare with optimal seeding.

We solved the ILP problem on Gnutella network [15], with d:4, The ILp was
solve with cPLEx version 12.6 on Intel Xeon 3.6 Ghz, 16G memories and setting
time limit for the solver to be 48h. For fr:5, 10, 15 and 20 the solver return the
optimal solution. However. for k : 25,30,3b,40,4b ancl 50, the solver can not
find the optimal solution within time limit and return sub-optimal solutions.

5.3 Experiment Results

Solution Quality, The number of active u;ers changed when the number of
steps d changed and fixed k : 50 shown in Fig.3. The algorithrn really resulted
better than Max Degree and GA. The bigger k was. the better the result was
than Max Degree. For example with the social network BlogOatalog, the MH
generated more active users with 1.71 times (k:b\, d:4). According to GA,
when ft was small. MH and GA issued the same outcome. When k was larger,
the gap between MH and GA became clearer. MH produced better than GA
7 .3% wit}, & : 50, using Guntella network.

Number of Activated lJsers. We compared the performancc of MH with the
others when k changcd and d--4. The number of active users was detailed via
Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Definitely. MH generated bctter than Max. Even MH worked
bctter than Maxdegree 1.7 times when &:10 via the network BlogCatalog. GA
generated approximately to MH when & was small (e: b, 10). When k was
larger, MH workcd bettcr than GA. In case ,>f maximum of k (A : 50) Gnutella
activated users using MH more 56 pcople than GA whereas in BlogCatalog,
activated users of MH and GA were 56 and 44, respectively.
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(b) Gnutella

' ,"?*;_, ,' "
(c) arXiv_Collaboration

Fig,2. The actived nodes when the size of seeding set varies (d: 4).

* *1, *
(c) arXiv-Collaboration

Fig.3, The actived nodes when number of propagation varies (k = 50).
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On the whole, the estimation ofthe function /(.) resulted better than the one
of the maximization of Influence gain. Nevertheless, when,k was small these wavs
are the same. The comparison with ILP in Arxiv colaboration, the proportion
of the solution of MH at least marked at 68 % when & : 20 with activate users
was less than 185. The rating was smallest when k:50, pointed at g0% of
sub-optimal. Note that ILP did not generate optimized solution in this case.

Number of Hops, When d was small. MH and GA issued the same outcome.
When d was large, MH resulted moderately better than MD and quite bet_
ter than GA. It can be seen via BlogCatalog. when d:5, the largesf distance
between GA and MH was 86 nodes. It proved that the rarger d was, the better
estimation the function /0 had to choose the optimization values.

6 Conclusions

In order to propose a viral marketing soluiion wh e exists the competition
between organizations that have benefit collisions, we built the problem tf max-
imization influence to users whereas limits the information reach to unwanted
ones in constrained time. We proved it be an Np-complete and not be approx-
imated with 7 - lf e ruti.,g number. we also recommended an efficient .otrtion
MH to solve the problem. The experiment via social networks data showed that
our algorithm got the better result of object function than some ones and got
desired rate in optimized solution.
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